DEFINITION 1. A sober space X is stably compact provided 1. X is compact and locally compact, 2. the meet of any pair of compact saturated! subsets of X is compact.
As already indicated, Johnstone [11] uses the term stably locally compact for this concept (more precisely, for the localic concept equivalent to this via Proposition 1 below). However, it could be useful to reserve the latter term for the situation in which X is not required to be compact; and indeed that is how Johnstone uses the term in [12] . Our terminology is essentially that of Hofmann [8] , who has stably quasicompact.
In general, we omit Bourbaki's prefix quasi, since the Hausdorff spaces do not have for us a special status. Notice that the definition used in [8] has the condition that X be super sober in place of the above condition on meets of compact sets; for the equivalence of these conditions see Hofmann and Mislove [7, Theorem 4.8] .
For Hausdorff spaces, compact is equivalent to stably compact. Notice that, for sober spaces, there is no need to distinguish between quasi-locally compact, locally quasi-compact, etc. [7] . We can say that a sober space A'is locally compact if and only if any neighbourhood N of an arbitrary point xsX contains a compact neighbourhood of x; and this is equivalent to saying that N contains an open neighbourhood of x that is relatively compact with respect to N (for example, [6, 1.1.4] ). Observing that the relation of relative compactness between open sets of A'is the same as the way-below relation on Q(X) (the lattice of open subsets of A'), one easily derives the first of the following well-known facts. The second 'fact' is obvious. The third fact is an important characterization of the compact saturated sets of a sober space, due essentially to Hofmann and Lawson [9] (for a convenient exposition, see Vickers [18, Section 8.2], or, for a version exactly as stated here, Smyth [17, Section 7] ). The fourth fact is elementary continuous lattice theory. The fifth fact follows from the third and fourth; notice that, for the only //"part, the required Scottopen filter(-base) is constructed by repeated use of the interpolation property of the way-below relation <^. 
FACTS. (1) A sober space X is locally compact if and only ifQ.(X) is a continuous lattice. (2) Any space X is {quasi-)compact if and only if X 4,X in Q(X).

) An upper set (in particular, a filter) F in a continuous lattice L is Scott-open if and only if F is round with respect to <£ (that is, for every aeF, there exists beFsuch that b <£, a). (5) Let X be a locally compact space, and A, BeQ(X). Then A <^ B if and only if there is a compact subset K of X such that A £ AT <= B.
In order to adapt (specialize) these ideas to the stably compact spaces, we need the following. DEFINITION 2 [11] . A continuous lattice L, with unit 1, is stably continuous provided that 1. M l ; 2. the way-below relation of L is multiplicative; that is,
The characterization of stable compactness which we shall mainly use in the sequel can now be given. This characterization is quite well known, and a proof may be found in Hofmann and Lawson [9, Theorem 6.7] . We have outlined a proof here so as to make our treatment more nearly self-contained. PROPOSITION 
Let X be a sober space. Then X is stably compact if ami only if Q(A') is stably continuous.
Proof (outline). Suppose that Q(X) is continuous and that <^n (V) is multiplicative. Let K X ,K 2 be compact saturated subsets of A", and ^r 1 ,,^r 2 Again suppose that A'is locally compact, and that condition (2) of Definition 1 is satisfied. Then it is easily seen, using Fact (5) , that the way-below relation of £l(X) is multiplicative. Facts (1) and (2) complete the proof.
The theory of stable compactification of T Q spaces, outlined in this paper, closely parallels the classical theory of compactification of Tychonoff spaces. Where the classical theory has a correspondence between compactifications and proximities, we have a (more general) correspondence between stable compactifications and quasiproximities. Thus we begin in Section 1 with some material on quasi-proximities, relating this more particularly with locally compact spaces in Section 2. (An indication of the connection is already apparent: it is easy to see that the <^ relation on the subsets of a locally compact space A'defines a quasi-proximity on X.) The main results appear in Section 3.
Besides replacing compactness by stable compactness, there is one further respect in which we have to modify the standard definitions, in going to general spaces: we have to replace the usual dense embedding by a stronger notion of basis embedding, previously employed in [13] . It is interesting to note that Csaszar [4] also finds it necessary to strengthen the density condition, in developing a generalized compactification theory; a brief comparison between our definition and that of Csaszar is made at the end of Section 3.
Quasi-proximities
(Quasi-) proximities are usually axiomatized in terms of either (i) a relation of nearness between subsets, or (ii) a relation of strong inclusion between subsets. Nearness relations represent the original and more commonly used approach; but there is no doubt that strong inclusion lends itself more readily to localic (and constructive) treatment, and we shall use this approach exclusively. DEFINITION 3. A quasi-proximity on a set A' is a binary relation -< over //(X) satisfying 0<0,X<X,
A<B^A^B,
A<B,A<C=>A<B n C (4)
X A<B<C.
The pair (X, -<) is a quasi-proximity space. The space is separated if, for each pair of distinct points, there is a set which strongly contains exactly one of the points. The quasi-proximity is a proximity provided A<B^>X-B<X-A.
The topology on X induced by the quasi-proximity -<, denoted by Cl(X, -<) (or just Cl(X)), has as open sets those sets U such that U = {x \ x -< £/}. A {qp-)base for the quasi-proximity -< on X is any collection 0b of subsets of X such that Given a subset S of(X, <), we have the subspace quasi-proximity < s on S, defined by
equivalent^, if and only if
If (A', -<), (F, -<) are quasi-proximity spaces, a map/iA'-* Y is a qp-morphism (or, is qp-continuous) if, for any y4', 5' cr y, EXAMPLES, (a) A quasi-uniformity % on a set A" induces the quasi-proximity -<*, where ,4 <«B if and only if We°ll-U(A) c 5.
(b) Any topology 5" on A'admits (that is, is induced by) the quasi-proximity -< r , where A < r B if and only i f a t / e^-^^t / c^. Clearly, -< r is the finest (greatest) quasi-proximity which induces «^".
(c) The real line 9? admits the quasi-proximity defined by: A -< 5 if and only if ,4 is compact relative to B or B = 9?. This quasi-proximity has as (countable) base the set of finite joins of open rational intervals (r, s) together with *R.
Notice that, if 88 is a base of (X, •<), we have by axioms (3), (6) that
(8) Thus the quasi-proximity is determined uniquely by its restriction to the base. In this connection, the base Q(X) is of special significance. It is clear that axioms (1) to (6) of Definition 3 remain true if all sets mentioned are required to be open. In general, a relation -< on a topology 5", such that (1) to (6) are satisfied, will be called an auxiliary relation for the lattice 2T. Observe that, if -< and 2T are derived from a quasi-proximity, the auxiliary relation -< is also approximating [6] :
Suppose now that we have a topology 3T together with an approximating auxiliary relation -< for a set X. Extend -< to a quasi-proximity on X, with base &~, in accordance with (8) ; let this quasi-proximity induce the topology &~'. Then in fact 2T' = $~, since o\lxeU-x< U oVxeU-3Bef-xeB<U (by (8)) where the final implication is actually an equivalence since -< is approximating. Thus, a quasi-proximity on X is essentially the same as a topology on X with an approximating auxiliary relation. A little more precisely, we have the following. 
then -<' coincides with -< (over &(X)). On the other hand, let (X, $~,<)bea topological space with approximating auxiliary relation (for 3~). Then the relation -<' over &(X) defined by (9) is a quasi-proximity for X; moreover, the topology induced by -<' coincides with ZT, and the restriction of -<' is -<.
We shall find it useful to consider the following abstraction from the idea of a topology with auxiliary relations. DEFINITION 4 [5, 19, 1] ; see the note on terminology below. Let L be a lattice with 0, and -< a binary relation on L. We say that L is a proximity lattice provided that (k) (MO together with the lattice counterparts of (2) to (6) (Definition 3); that is (/ 2 ) a<b=>a^b, with corresponding formulations for (/ 3 ) to (/ 6 ). The proximity lattice is unital provided that L has 1, and EXAMPLE. The usual topology of 9?, taken with the relation of relative compactness, is a (non-unital) proximity lattice. Any topology with auxiliary relation is of course a unital proximity lattice, and we shall in fact be concerned almost exclusively with unital lattices. (See the note at end of the section.)
A necessary and sufficient condition for a quasi-proximity on X to be a proximity can be given in terms of the proximity lattice (Cl(X), -<) (without recourse to set complementation), as follows. We conclude with the following simple observations. 
A note on terminology
For the definition of 'proximity lattice', we have followed Gierz and Keimel [5] rather than the earlier Ward [19] , Banaschewski [1] . Ward's proximity lattices possess the unit and the Heyting complement and are distributive. All three of these features are dropped in the Gierz and Keimel version. For discussing quasi-proximity, it is convenient to retain the unit and the distributivity, dropping only complementation, vis-a-vis Ward. Rather than working with existing terminology, leading to the rather cumbersome formulations above, it might have been preferable to introduce the term 'quasi-proximity lattice' for the structures which differ from Ward's only in lacking complementation (and the associated axioms).
Stably compact spaces
The topic of this section could also have been given as 'the representation of proximity lattices', cf. Ward [19] . (Although from a computational point of view one might want to regard the representation as going in the other direction: viewing, for example, the countable structure (L, -<), where L = {U\ U is a finite join of intervals (a, b), a, b rational} as presenting the quasi-proximity space of example (c), Section 1.)
As in the introduction, we denote the way-below relation on a complete lattice by <^; when the lattice is the topology of a space, this is then the relation of relative compactness. For the following proposition, we note that Proposition 2 gives us a (1, ^-correspondence between the quasi-proximities which induce a given topology 3õ n Jfand the approximating auxiliary relations on 9~. Moreover, this correspondence is obviously an order isomorphism, so that, in particular, the coarsest approximating relation for 3~ (if there is one) yields, via (9), the coarsest quasi-proximity compatible with 3T. PROPOSITION 
A sober space (X, &") is stably compact if and only if <£ is an approximating auxiliary relation for 3~. In that case, the quasi-proximity <^' corresponding to ^ is the coarsest quasi-proximity on X compatible with 2T.
Proof. The first statement is no more than a reformulation of Proposition 1. In the light of the preceding remarks, the second statement holds in view of the fact [6, I, 1.14] that, in a continuous lattice, the way-below relation is the coarsest approximating auxiliary relation (note that, in [6] , 'auxiliary relation' is used in a somewhat weaker sense than here).
We now consider a process of'completion' of a (distributive) proximity lattice, yielding what we shall term a quasi-proximity frame (qp-frame for short): this is a unital proximity lattice which is complete as a lattice, and in which finite meets distribute over arbitrary joins. It will turn out that the qp-frames which arise in this way as completions coincide with the distributive stably continuous lattices. Our construction and (especially) its universal characterization are modelled on Johnstone's account of the generation of frames from sites [11] . There is, however, a subtlety. Whereas the free generation of a frame over a site preserves covers (or transforms them to joins), we have to do with 'strong covers'. DEFINITION 5 . Let L be a proximity lattice, aeL, S s L. The set S is a strong cover of a provided that, for some a x , ...,a n €L we have n a=\J a k and The construction is in terms of 'round' ideals. A morphism of qp-frames is a map which preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins and, in addition, the ' strong less-than' relation -<. We say that a qp-frame M is freely generated by a proximity lattice L if there is a map / : L -> M with the following properties:
(i) /preserves finite meets and strong covers, (ii) VaeL'f{fl) = \l M Ma), and which is universal among such maps: every f':L-* M' satisfying the same conditions factors uniquely through F by a qp-frame morphism M-^M'. THEOREM 
Let L be a distributive unital proximity lattice. Then RIdl(L) is a qpframe which is freely generated by L via the map f:L-+ RIdl(L): a i-> ^ a.
Proof. We have to show that Rldl(L) satisfies the distributive law /A \JW=\/{lAj\JeW}.
For the left-to-right inclusion (the other direction being trivial), let a el A V W. Then
a^i A\/B
(where ieI,B^ fln W)
Thus RM(L) is a qp-frame.
That F preserves finite meets is evident. Suppose that S is a strong cover of aeL. This is equivalent (in the presence of distributivity) to saying that we have a ^ a 0 A ... A a n , each a ( e || S. Choose a ( , i = 0,1,...,«, so that a t <a' ( e Jf 5. Then f(a) £ V R M I^ V a\ (since a e \ / II <*<) > and each || a' t < RimL) f(S), showing that f(S) strongly covers f(a). It is evident (by the interpolation property) that condition (ii) is satisfied.
Suppose now that M' is a qp-frame, and that f':L-* M' satisfies conditions \J{f'(a)\aeI}) . That f'of = f is ensured by condition (ii). For preservation of finite meets, we have
=TV) A TV)
and (for the empty meet)
7
Preservation of joins means that TW »0 = VA»0 (that is,
The right hand side is the same as V/'(U W).
For the left-to-right inclusion (the other direction being trivial), let B be any finite subset of (J W. Then (J W strongly covers \j L B\ and, since / ' preserves strong covers,/'(U Finally,/' is unique: for/X § a) =f'of(a) has to be f'{a), that is (by condition (ii)) V / ( V a )i a n d this fixes/'(/) for an arbitrary round ideal /, since /is the join of ideals of the form y a.
It is well known [14, 5] that the strong less-than relation -< which we have defined on RIdl{L) coincides with the way-below relation of RIdl(L). Since the relation is multiplicative and approximating, RIdl(L) is a stably continuous lattice. Moreover, any stably continuous lattice M can be represented in this way, since indeed we can easily show that M = RIdl(M). We thus have the following characterization. PROPOSITION 
A complete lattice M is (distributive) stably continuous if and only if M is isomorphic with Rldl(L) for some (distributive) unital proximity lattice L.
By combining Propositions 1 and 7 we obtain a correspondence between the proximity lattices in question and the stably compact spaces, which could be regarded as a topological representation of the lattices (or as a lattice representation of the spaces!). We shall now see how this correspondence can be set up in a direct fashion (without the intermediary continuous lattices). Clearly it suffices to consider finite S in (ii). Also, a proximal filter is necessarily proper, since 0 (the empty join) has the empty set as strong cover.
If L is distributive and unital, we denote by RPt(L) the space of proximal filters of L, the sets {^\aetF}, aeL, being taken as a base for the topology. On the other hand, Pt(RIdl(L)) is, as usual, the space of completely prime filters of Rldl(L).
Proof. Define the maps / :
First we must verify the soundness of these definitions. Suppose that xePt(RIdl(L)). Then/(jc) is clearly a filter of L. Suppose that aef(x). Since x is completely prime, and || a = \/ { ty b 16 -< a}, we deduce that bef{x) for some 6 -< a; thus/(x) is round. In addition, if S strongly covers a, we see that | } a ^ \ / { ^ ^l^eS 1 }, so that bef(x) for some 6e.S; thus /(x) is a proximal filter. Suppose on the other hand that y E RPt(L). Observe that g(y) is defined as the filter having as base the collection of sets y a, aey. In checking complete primality, we confine attention to ideals of the form If a. Suppose then that ^ a ^\f {ty b\beS}, where aey, S £ L. Then each c e f a is strongly covered by S. By proximality of y we deduce that bey for some beS, so that || 6eg(j>). We conclude that g(y) is completely prime.
Next, / a n d g are mutually inverse. Indeed, gof(x) = x is clear, since g(f(x)) is defined as the filter having as base a certain subset of the filter JC (namely, { y a\ | } aex}). In the other direction, we see from the definitions of/,g that befog(y) => | } a c= || Z > for some aej> => {b} strongly covers each c -< a =>bey (by proximality).
Since ^ s/ogOO trivially, /og(j;) = y. That/is continuous is immediate from the definition. For g, note that the sets Proposition 8 is very similar to [15, Theorem 3] . But there is a significant difference between our development here and that of [15] : in [15] we did not make use of strong covers. As a result, we were forced in [15] to postulate an excessively strong form of the interpolation property (/ 6 ). The interpolation axiom (Int) of [15] is equivalent to the conjunction of (/ 6 ) with (/*) a<b v c=>{b,c] strongly covers a.
The main effect of this strengthening is that various notions formulated in terms of strong covers collapse to (perhaps more familiar) notions formulated with ordinary covers: for example, proximal filters reduce to round prime filters. 
Stable compactification
As mentioned in the Introduction, we require a stronger notion than that of dense embeddings for our theory of non-Hausdorff compactification. (To see the weakness of density, observe that the one-point space is densely embedded in any space having a greatest element in its specialization order.) Instead of density, we propose to use the notion of a basis [13] .
Bases are defined in [13] for syntopological spaces, but it is clear that the form of the definition is appropriate for quasi-proximities (whether or not derived from syntopologies). 
In other words, to determine whether an open set U is strongly contained in a set Q, we need only consider the trace of U in the basis. Given a distinguished subset X o of a topological space X, and ? £ l , denote by P the largest open set U such that Some useful alternative versions of the defining condition (10) can be given in terms of this operator. For example: X o is a basis of (X, -<) if and only if (11) Or, in terms of the open sets of X:
Moreover, in virtue of the interpolation property of -<, -< may be replaced by £ in the consequent of the conditional, in each of (10) to (12), without affecting the definition.
EXAMPLES, (a) Let X be any topological space, endowed with its finest compatible quasi-proximity (Definition 3, Example (b)). By (12) For the other half of the statement of Example (b), we have the following general result. PROPOSITION 
Let X o be a basis of(X, <). Then X o is dense in X (with respect to the topology induced by -<).
Proof. Suppose that Jf 0 is not dense. Let U be a non-empty open set such that U n X o = 0. Thus U £ 0 , so that 0 -£0 although 0<0.
Hence X o is not a basis.
Resembling the classical result on dense subsets, we have the following extension theorem (the proof is the same as that of [13, Theorem 2 (1)]). PROPOSITION 
Let X Q be a basis of X, and f:X 0 -> Y a map into a quasiproximity space Y. Then there is at most one qp-continuous extension off over X.
If X o is a basis of (X, <), the quasi-proximity on A'is uniquely determined by the subspace proximity of X o together with the topology of X. This is made precise by the following proposition and corollary. is a basis, £/ -< £/'. Thus, and so P -< £>• COROLLARY. />/ A", , />e a subset of the topological space X, and -< 0 « quasiproximity defined on X a . Then there is at most one quasi-proximity on X compatible with its topology, and such that X o is a basis with -< 0 as the subspace quasi-proximity.
U< U <Qforsome U,U'eQ(X)
The following criterion for a basis will be particularly useful. PROPOSITION 
Let X o be a subset of(X, <). The following are equivalent: (i) X {) is a basis of X, (ii) U(X)(= {U\ UeQ(X)}) is a base of(X, <). (The subspace topology Q(X {) ) can clearly be used in place ofQ(X) in the statement of (ii)-)
Proof. Assume that (i) holds; then
U< U'=>3BEQ(X)U^B< U',
since B can be chosen to be U. In general, a map/of a set Z into a quasi-proximity space X induces a canonical quasi-proximity on Z-namely, the coarsest one for which / is qp-continuous. We find it convenient to describe this quasi-proximity in the following way. First, let Q(Z) be the topology, f~\Q(X)), induced on Z by/. Then define an approximating auxiliary relation -< 0 on fi(Z) by
Assume (ii). Suppose that A < U(A c X o ). Let BeU(X) be such that
A < 0 B if and only if 3U, VeQ(X)A =f~\U) & B =f~\V) & U< V.
This is the desired quasi-proximity on Z. If / is an injection, this is in effect the subspace quasi-proximity (identifying Z with/(Z)). If, further,/(Z) is a basis of A r , so that/is a basis embedding of (Z, fi(Z)) into X, then -< 0 can be defined more simply by
A < 0 B if and only iff (A) <RB).
In the sequel, a stably compact space will (unless otherwise indicated) always be regarded as a quasi-proximity space by endowing it with its coarsest compatible quasi-proximity (Proposition 6), which we shall denote by <^. Note that when X is a compact Hausdorff space, < x '\s actually the (unique) compatible proximity.
In the following proposition, X is a 7^, space, and -< is a compatible quasiproximity (equivalently, (X, -<) is a separated quasi-proximity space). We consider (Cl(X), -<) as a proximity lattice, and denote the stably compact space RPt(Q(X), -<) by [X]P ROPOSITION 
For each xeX, letf(x) be the filter JV(X) of open neighbourhoods ofx. Thenf'.X-tiX]^ is a basis embedding. Moreover, the (canonical) quasi-proximity induced on the set X by f coincides with -<.
Proof. Notice that/is well defined as a map into 
Let -< 0 be the quasi-proximity induced on X by/. Then, for any A,BeQ(X),
A -< 0 Bof(A) <f(B)
(discussion preceding Proposition 13)
oA<B.
Thus < 0 coincides with «<.
The construction of Proposition 13 provides us with (as we shall see, essentially the only) examples of the following. DEFINITION (Y,f) , where Y is stably compact, andf:X^> Y is a basis embedding.
A stable compactification of a topological space A' is a pair
Thus, only a 7^-space can have a stable compactification. Moreover, every T {) -space X has such a compactification, in particular that corresponding to the fine quasi-proximity on X.
We shall adopt the conventional notation cA'for compactification. Thus a (stable) compactification of X is, in full, (cX,c), where c:X-+cX is a basis embedding; c\X:X-> c(X) is a homeomorphism.
Our purpose is to establish the correspondence between quasi-proximities and stable compactifications of a space. For the counterpart to Proposition 13, it is useful to consider bases of continuous lattices.
Note that, by the interpolation property of <^, this can be stated equivalently as
Bases were employed in [14] . In view of our previous usage in this paper (Definition 3: base of quasi-proximity), it might be appropriate to speak of a base rather than a basis here. Notice, however, that the term basis is in agreement with Definition 8 above, if L is taken with its Scott topology and fine quasi-proximity. In any case, the relevant fact about a basis (or base) L o of L is that if L o is endowed with the transitive order -<, inherited from the way-below relation <^ of L, the completion of (L o , -<) by round ideals is isomorphic with L. By a round ideal of (L o , -<), in a slight adaptation of Definition 6, one may understand a non-empty subset / of L o which is (i) -<-directed: a,bel=>3cela~<c&b-<c; and (ii) ty-closed: bel8ia~<b=>ael. As previously, the completion RIdl(L 0 ) is the collection of rounds ideals ordered by inclusion. For a more complete account of these ideas, one may consult [14] , or the material on auxiliary orders in [6] .
We define a preorder on the collection SC(X) of stable compactifications of X.c'X^ cX provided that there is a qp-continuous map h:cX-*c'X such that hoc = c'. We can, of course, avoid explicit mention of qp-continuity in this definition. It is equivalent to say that /r 1 (better: Q(/i)):Q(c'X) -* Q(cX) preserves the way-below relation; and this is equivalent [6, 5.14, 5.15 ] to the condition that h~~x(Q) is compact for any saturated compact Q ^ c'X. Such maps have been designated perfect by Hoffmann [10] ; compare also the proper maps of Bourbaki [3] . The terminology in this area does not seem to be firmly agreed.
When cX, c'X are compact HausdorfT spaces, our definition of the preorder agrees with the classical one (since all continuous maps are perfect/proper in this case). Moreover, as an easy consequence of Proposition 10, we have the following extension of a classical result. PROPOSITION 
Let cX and c'X be stable compactifications ofX. Then there is at most one qp-continuous iv.c'X'-* cX such that hoc' = c.
In particular, if cX =^ c'X and c'X =^ cX, then cX and c'X are homeomorphic. In this case, the compactifications are equivalent.
PROPOSITION 15. Let cX be a stable compactification of a space X, and -< the quasi-proximity induced on Xby c. Then the stable compactification (\X] < ,,,\~) of X is equivalent with cX.
STABLE COMPACTIFICATION I 3 3 5
Proof. The continuous lattice Q(cX) has the basis Cl(c{X)). Moreover, for any
A,BeQ.(X),
A<Bo'cjA)<c{B). It follows that hoc = JV, K oJf = c, so that the homeomorphism is an equivalence.
Propositions 13, 15 give us a (1, ^-correspondence between the set QP(X) of quasi-proximities compatible with X and the set SC{X)\^ of equivalence classes of stable compactifications of X. But, as in the classical theory, more is true. THEOREM 
Let X be any T o -space. Then SC^X)]^ is order-isomorphic with QP(X)
, where the quasi-proximities are ordered by fineness.
Proof. Let <p:(X, <)^([X] <t ,AT) be the map from QP(X) to SC(X), shown to
be a bijection (modulo = ) in Propositions 13, 15. Suppose that -<,-<' are quasiproximities on X, with ^< finer than -<'. Consider the map (This can be read as: each proximal filter with respect to -< goes to its -<'-roundification.) The distinction between ,A r , ,A r ' here lies solely in the codomain of the mapping; thus JT:
..,«, so that {D ( } is a strong -<'-cover of A. Since -< is finer than -<', {D ( } is also a strong -<-cover. Since Ae^, D k E,9 r for some ke [l,n] . Then C K .eli(^). On the other hand, it is trivial that h{^) is -< '-round.
( To show that <f> is also order-reflecting, assume that cX^ c'X, and let -<,-<' be the quasi-proximities 4 c(B) , and so A -< 5. Thus -< is finer than -<'.
Corresponding to the fine quasi-proximity on a 7^-space Z, we have then the greatest stable compactification of X, which we shall denote by nX; it is the space of prime filters over Cl(X). Recalling Proposition 14, we can thus assert the following. PROPOSITION 16. Each T 0 -space X has a greatest stable compactification, nX; moreover, nX is universal for stable compactifications of X.
As with the classical theory (for /?), n enjoys an extension property for continuous functions. We shall state this for mappings into a locally compact sober space, and we require a simple preliminary fact about such spaces. PROPOSITION 
Let Y be a locally compact sober space, 3F a filter in the continuous lattice Q(X) (which is considered also as a proximity lattice under <^). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) 3F is proximal; (ii) 3F is round and prime ; (iii) 3F is completely prime; (iv) 8F is the (open) neighbourhood filter of some point.
Proof That (iv) implies each of the other properties is evident, and (iii) implies (iv) since Y is sober. We are left with the following. is a (finite) cover of B. Since 3F is prime, F n 3?, and so # n #", is non-empty.
We note that if 3F is a prime filter in Q(X)-or, indeed, in any proximity lattice-then its roundification ft 8F is a proximal filter: Ae!F strongly covered by {C\, C 2 } implies that y4 = C[ U C 2 (where C\ <^ C,), which implies that C k e^ for some /:, which implies that C k s ft 3F. Indeed, we could have added a fifth property to the list in Proposition 17: J The correspondence between quasi-proximities and stable compactifications described above subsumes the classical correspondence between proximities and Hausdorff compactifications. This may be deduced from the classical theory, on checking that our constructions (making up the correspondence) reduce to the classical ones in that context. Alternatively, a direct account, including a derivation of the classical result as a corollary of the above, may be sketched as follows. To complete the argument, use the criterion given in Proposition 3 in order to establish the following. PROPOSITION 
Let cX be a stable compactification of the T 0 -space X. Then the quasi-proximity induced on X by c is a proximity if and only if cX is itself a proximity space {with respect to <^).
This concludes our account of the correspondence between stable compactification and quasi-proximity. (In Part II, the connection with quasi-uniformity will be considered.) It may be worth noting that a still more inclusive theory, of local compactification, may be developed on the same lines as the above, by working with strong inclusions which generalize quasi-proximities in that they are not required to satisfy axiom (4) of Definition 3, or the condition X~<X, but only the weaker condition: {x} < B &. {x} < C => {x}< B (\ C. This corresponds to dropping the stability requirement from the continuous lattices and locally compact spaces considered above. Notice that nX remains as the universal construction, since the fine quasi-proximity on X is clearly also the finest inclusion of the more general kind. Proposition 18 is significant in this regard.
A more restrictive theory, of 'specialization', may also be of interest. The spectral spaces (also known as coherent spaces, Johnstone [8] -suggesting 'coherentification' as a perhaps equally unpleasant term for the process) are the sober spaces which have a base of compact open subsets, closed under finite meets. Every spectral space is, of course, stably compact. The topology Q(X) of a spectral space X is an algebraic lattice (indeed an arithmetic lattice [5] ), and this is computationally much more convenient than a general continuous lattice. We again have nX as the universal construction, since nX is clearly spectral for any X. But nX is generally too large for computational purposes (in particular, lacking a countable base) even when X is of reasonable size, and we are interested in smaller spectralizations. Now it is clear that if -< is a quasi-proximity for X having a reflexive base ^ (that is, B < B for any Be&), then [X] < is spectral; and it is also not difficult to show that every spectralization arises in this way. On noting that to choose a quasi-proximity with a reflexive base for X amounts to choosing a base for the topology of A'which is closed under finite meets and joins (what we shall term a lattice base for Q{X)), we obtain the following. It is interesting to note that a 'computationally reasonable' spectralization sX need not be T x even when X is compact Hausdorff. The spectralization ^corresponding to L has then the points r~,r + in addition to those of X. If 0 < r < 1, then any dyadic interval which is an element of (the neighbourhood filter of) r is also an element of r", r + . Thus r < r~, r < r + in the specialization order, and sX is not a 7^-space. However, the map which sends each r + and r~ to r (and leaves other points fixed) gives X as a retract of sX, which means that sXcan serve in a strong sense as a computational representation of X. It is of course not possible to express Xas a retract of a Hausdorff spectral space, for any such space is totally disconnected. The 'spectral unit interval' sX is an example of a computationally interesting space that is neither Hausdorff nor has Scott topology (with respect to its specialization order).
Finally, as promised in the Introduction, we briefly consider Csaszar's account of compactification for general spaces [4] . We confine ourselves here to a simple statement of implication/non-implication between Csaszar's main conditions on the embeddings (or extensions) and ours. Suppose, then, that X o is a dense subspace of a topological space X; we are particularly interested in the case when X is stably compact, and endowed (if appropriate) with the quasi-proximity <£. Csaszar's principal condition is that X be a strict extension of X o . This has the following meaning.
(1) The closures in X of the ^-closed sets form a base of closed sets of X. Now, using our notation (following Definition 8), if Q £ X o is A^-closed, then X\Cl x (Q) = X 0 \Q; hence (1) can be rephrased as (1') O. (X 0 ) is a base of open sets of X. This is clearly implied by our requirement that X o be a basis of X; the converse implication will be considered shortly.
Csaszar's second main condition, characteristic of Wallman-type compactification, is EXAMPLE. Let X be the space, known in the computing context as the cpo of truth-values, having three elements t, f, 1 and subbasic open sets {t}, {f}. Let X o be {t,f}. Condition (1') is clearly satisfied. However, taking U = {t,f}, we have U <^U, while U = X £ U. It is also easy to see that (2') does not imply the basis condition: trivial counterexamples may be provided by taking X o as the one-point space (or even empty).
However, the conjunction of (T) and (2') is sufficient, as follows. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that X is stably compact, and that X o is a dense subspace of X satisfying conditions (V) and (2'). Then X o is a basis of X.
Proof. Assume that U, U are open subsets of X, with U < U''. We have to show that U c u'. By (1'), we have # s QJJQ such that U = |J <6. Let si be a finite subset of W which covers U. For each Pe.rf, P = P. By (repeated application of) (2'), U rf = U^. Thus U c In summary, (T) & (2')=> A' ,, is a basis =>(1'X but the converse implications do not hold. As we have presented them, these results have only the status of a technical exercise. To make more of them, we should have to follow Csaszar further, especially into the study of Wallman-type compactifications. Such a development cannot, however, be undertaken here.
